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March 2013 Newsletter

Oh, where to start, oh, where to start! February is usually the month when I write about weather and hopes for spring time and the wonderful
expectations, which come along with looking forward to flowers and blooms. Dephina Nova summerized part of February best by the following
post:

It’s really funny when you speak to people and they say nothing is happening. Gosh..this week alone, the Pope has stepped down (last time in 700
yrs.), a lightning bolt hit the Vatican, we had an asteroid fly-by, a meteorite crashed into Russia, another hit Cuba, another did a flyby over San
Fran., major quakes and tsunami on Solomon Islands, Santa Cruz Isl., a cruise ship stranded for days in the Gulf of Mexico.

Today..a quake in Rome.

~~~ All at the tail end of the Water Dragon and the New Moon of the Black Water Snake. ~~~~~~~~~~~~ Not to mention all the swirling in people’s
lives.

So…for 2013….New Year….Year of the snake…Change, change, change. Plenty of action. Water! Emotions. More flooding world wide and
yes…..tsunamis.

Make sure you get some play time in. Get your surfboards handy for the unexpected. Time to surf.

Love and Blessings,
Migwitch,

Delphina Nova 2013

The State of the Union was quiet interesting and the Speaker of the House looked like he lost his best friend. http://www.whitehouse.gov/state-
of-the-union-2013

The Skies over Tumwater,WA were very active. A couple of nights I saw an airplane…if that is what it was….. It looked like one of those big Ram
Trucks with a rack of lights on on the top. It was because of the rack of lights I was so puzzled and not sure what it was.

One Monday at 3:40 in the afternoon, a large plane flew over my house. Everything was rattling, so when I opened the door to see what was
shaking the house, here was a plane, which made NO SOUND I could hear, yet, it shook my house. It was way too large to have taken off at the
small airport I live next to.

I was blessed with a new Great Grand Daughter AVA LEIGH, did we welcome her ever!

She arrived at the time we had the Asteroid Flyby.

Speaking of the flyby:
In 2003, I was lucky enough to spend 8 days in the presence of some of the most knowledgable scientists and analysts of subjects of flying objects
in space. I learned a lot and for that reason kept close track of the Asteroid over the years. I decided not to do a story on my show about it,
because there was so much hype about the end of the world according to the Mayan Calender and since so many people preached the
Doomsday Scenario, I did not want to overload people with one more thing to worry about.
Since the Asteroidflyby took place below the space where our satellites are located…that was CLOSE…when it became apparent a massive solar
flare was also occurring during the same time. Normally, when necessary during a solar storm, the orbiting satellites are turned to prevent power
problems on the planet. In this case this was not possible, because there was an asteroid in the way and could have easily collided with
the satellites.

Prior to the date of the actual flyby problems started to surface. All Cell phones in Texas, except AT&T, were down, power outages during the
Superbowl…it was blamed on mechanical problems… lost power in many places. People were frustrated and outright nasty for no reason. This
later changed to disoriented and disassociated.

On Friday, the actual day of the event, I was scheduled to be a guest on a radio show. The way it works, the hosts set up for their show, which
involves an online broadcast. A slideshow or showing of pictures of the people you are listening to. A phone line for listeners to call in to ask
questions, a Skype for participants and a thread or feed for the listeners which want to make comments on Facebook while the show is airing.
Everything was in place and everything unravel on my end. The following is the actual conversation between the hosts and myself trying to fix the
problem.

Lilian Mustelier
is there a tread we can add to my timeline for the show
Anita Perez
?
what did you have in mind?I posted the link to your wall and a thing about you and a thing about Mihai
8:59pm
Anita Perez
one minute to showtime
9:01pm
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Lilian Mustelier
they have to call me I keep getting someone else9:03pm
Anita Perez
oh how strange
I’m so sorry!
can I have your number
9:06pm
Lilian Mustelier
360.923,9594
9:07pm
Anita Perez
we’re having a terrible echo he’s trying to call you now you need to add him to your contact list he’s trying to Skype you
9:10pm
Lilian Mustelier
K try again
9:10pm
Anita Perez
k, I’ll tell him he’s trying again, now
9:14pm
Lilian Mustelier
I am right here. nothing
9:15pm
Anita Perez
oh no!
can you try calling in again (646)378-1114
9:17pm
Lilian Mustelier
I am calling that number/ I keep getting non English speaking people who ask me where I am EVERY TIME, total of 9
9:17pm
Anita Perez
so sorry! that is the call in number they always use
9:19pm
Lilian Mustelier
it is a man in NY and he is NOT happy because I keep calling
9:19pm
Anita Perez
we are trying to figure it out OK, we put on some music- that will buy us a few minutes to try and get you in
are you in?
9:21pm
Lilian Mustelier
I am listening
9:22pm
Anita Perez
are you connected?
9:22pm
Lilian Mustelier
Skype is working, they need to call me per phone
9:22pm
Anita Perez
I don’t think we can call your phone, Skype is ringing and ringing it’s trying to connect
9:24pm
Lilian Mustelier
Don’t know what to tell you
9:24pm
Anita Perez
can you get online and click the Skype button? on the btr page
9:24pm
Lilian Mustelier
I am on Skye
9:24pm
Anita Perez
were you able to connect?
9:25pm
Lilian Mustelier
connect where. I am on
9:25pm
Anita Perez
you are! oh thank goodness
9:26pm
Lilian Mustelier
not the show
9:26pm
Anita Perez
oy
can you go to the show page, and click on the blue button in the top right?
http://www.blogtalkradio.com/tidalmiller/2013/02/16/the-alchemical-artisans-hour-1
at the top of the show window, to the right, there is a blue button
9:28pm
Lilian Mustelier
my Skype is a different computer
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9:28pm
Anita Perez
Oh we don’t know what to do that number has never done that to us before
9:29pm
Lilian Mustelier
I don’t either, just called the number again, he is mad. ASTROID DAY!
9:29pm
Anita Perez
I’m so sorry- I have no control of that, LOL
9:30pm
Lilian Mustelier
Lol my Skype is psygeria1
9:30pm
Anita Perez
such crazy luck
9:30pm
Lilian Mustelier
maybe they forgot the 1
9:31pm
Anita Perez
I don’t know he was calling your other Skype
9:31pm
Lilian Mustelier
OK
9:31pm
Anita Perez
no, he tried psygeria1 also
9:31pm
Lilian Mustelier
It is no longer there, I canceled that
9:32pm
Anita Perez
oh
9:32pm
Lilian Mustelier
what is this
9:32pm
Anita Perez
Tidal Hudson we don’t know what to do so which Skype account is the current one? the Lilian one? or the psygeria1 one?
9:34pm
Lilian Mustelier
psygeria1
9:34pm
Anita Perez
it’s still ringing, trying to connect
9:41pm
Anita Perez
I don’t know what to do!
9:42pm
Lilian Mustelier
talked to Tital, he lost everyone and they’re are playing 3 songs on top of each other on the show now everything stopped
9:45pm
Anita Perez
we ended the show, it just spiralled out of control
9:45pm
Lilian Mustelier
OK

ASTROID1
I called the number on the 16th to again appologies to the stranger I had called and explain what I had attemped to do. You guessed it! The
number was back to normal.

Meteorite fragmants recovered in Russia so far.

One of the people I met back in 2003 at the conference was Valery Uvarov, from the National Security Academy of Russia, …

Up to that point his main research was about the Tunguska Meteorite event in 1908. He wrote several articles about his research in NEXUS
magazine. As of this moment, I am unable to find those articles but encountered many people on the internet, which are also wondering what
happened to his articles.
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I would have preferred Valery’s article, since this is not possible for me at this point here is a link to a NASA write up to the Tunguskaa Event and
also a link to Wikipedia http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tunguska_event.

It was an eventful February. Much of the world is experiencing horrendous weather and we are again in fear of our money crisis in our country. We
call it: Sequester. We are 2 days away from loosing essential assistance for people in need. That will be the subject of next month newsletter.
We are being bombarded with fear factors and stress. I can understand unpreventable events from space, but I cannot understand the man made
burdens constantly imposed on us as a people.
What to do, what to do…. I can wait for the approaching Comet and ride it’s Tail!

Love and Light
Lilian

This video documents the events that occurred on 2/14/2013-2/15/2013 of a number of meteors crashed to earth in the wake of asteroid 2012da14
flyby.
sitings and explosions were recorded in Japan,Russia,San Francisco and Cuba see the remarkable footage.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HEdFpRJRDm0

I got a hold of Mr Uverov right before posting the newsletter.Valery Uverov made it possible for you to read his article, so here it is! Thank you
Valery.

PLEASE READ!
http://wands.ru/tunguzka.pdf

How about THAT!!!!!
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